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INTRODUCTION

In many applications, digital signal processors (DSPs) must obtain information from multiple analog-to-digital (A/D) channels and transmit digital data to multiple digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion channels. The problem is how to do this easily and efficiently.

This application report addresses the issue of connecting two channels of an analog interface circuit (AIC) to one TMS320C5X DSP serial port. In this application report, the AIC is the TLC320AC01.

The TLC320AC01 (and TLC320AC02) AIC contains both A/D and D/A converters and, using the master/slave mode, it is possible to connect two of these AICs to one TMS320C5X DSP serial port with no additional logic. The hardware schematic is shown in Figure 1. The data manual for the TLC320AC01 (SLAS057A) also describes the hardware connection for interfacing multiple AC01s to one serial port.

Figure 1. Master AIC With a Slave AIC (to DSP Interface)

Note A: Terminal numbers shown are for the FN package.
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SOLUTION

Once the hardware connections are completed, the issue becomes how to distinguish one channel from another. Fortunately, this is very easy to do in software and adds very little overhead. The mode that the 'AC01s run in is called master/slave mode. One TLC320AC01 is the master and all of the rest of the 'AC01s are slaves. The master can be distinguished from all of the slaves by examining the least significant bit (LSB) in the receive word coming from the 'AC01. The master has a 0 in the LSB and all of the slaves have a 1 in the LSB.

The 'AC01s in master/slave mode take turns communicating with the DSP serial port. The devices do this in a round robin or circular fashion. Synchronizing the system involves looking for the master 'AC01 and then starting the software associated with the first 'AC01. All other 'AC01s follow in order. It is possible to have different software for each 'AC01.

A reference design was constructed using a TMS320C5X DSP starter kit (DSK). The 'AC01s were connected to the time-division multiplexer (TDM) serial port which is available at the headers on the edge of the DSK.

A listing of the DSK assembly code for a simple stereo input/output program is included in the Software Module section.
SOFTWARE MODULE

MODULE NAME: INOUTB.ASM

In-out routine for C5X DSK with two TLC320AC01s on the TDM serial port of the C5X in master/slave mode.

This version performs the in/out task for both the master and slave TLC320AC01 in the receive interrupt service routine.

*****************************************************************************
*******************
*****************************************************************************

*.mmregs

.ds 01000h

PR1 .word 0104h ; A register
PR2 .word 0219h ; B register
PR3 .word 0300h ; A prime register
PR4 .word 0405h ; amplifier gain register
PR5 .word 0501h ; analog configuration register
PR6 .word 0600h ; digital configuration register
PR7 .word 0730h ; frame synch delay register
PR8 .word 0802h ; frame synch number register
value .word 0800h
value2 .word 0800h
val_add .word 0200h
val_add2 .word 0400h

*****************************************************************************
******
*****************************************************************************

Set up the ISR vector

.ps 080ah

rint: B RECEIVE ; 0A; Serial port receive interrupt RINT.
xint: B TRANSMIT ; 0C; Serial port transmit interrupt XINT.
trint: B TDMREC
txint: B TDMTX

*****************************************************************************
******
*****************************************************************************

TMS320C5X INITIALIZATION

.ps 0a00h

.entry

START: SETC INTM ; Disable interrupts
LDP #0 ; Set data page pointer
OPL #0834h,PMST
LACC #0
SAMM CWSR
SAMM PDWSR
splk #00c8h
SPLK 082h,IMR
call AC01INIT
CLRC OVM ; OVM = 0
SPM 0 ; PM = 0
SPLK #042h,IMR ; TDMA ser port rec interrupt
SPLK #0C8h,TSPC ;
CLRC INTM ; enable interrupts

loop ; main program here does nothing.
nop ; a user program can be inserted.
b loop ;

; --------------------------- end of main program --------------------------- ;

; TDM serial port receiver interrupt service routine
;
TDMREC:

ldp #trcv ; This loop insures that the master 'AC01
bit trcv,15 ; is the first one that is written to in the
bcnd xxx,tc ; loop. the slave 'AC01(s) will follow in

ldp #trcv
lacc trcv
and #0fffch

; user code would go here for master 'AC01

sacl tdxr
b yyy

xxx

ldp #trcv
lacc trcv
and #0fffch

; user code would go here for slave 'AC01

sacl tdxr

YYY
rete

; TDM serial port transmit interrupt service routine
;
TDMTX:
rete

; RECEIVER INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
;
RECEIVE:
rete

TRANSMIT:
RETE
AC01INIT
SPLK #020h, TCR
SPLK #01h, PRD
MAR *, AR0
LACC #0008h
SACL TSPC
LACC #00c8h
SACL TSPC
SETC SXM

; ----------------------------------------
LDP #PR1
LACC PR1
CALL AC01_2ND

; ----------------------------------------
LDP #PR2
LACC PR2
CALL AC01_2ND

; ----------------------------------------
LDP #PR8
LACC PR8
CALL AC01_2ND

; ----------------------------------------
LDP #PR7
LACC PR7
CALL AC01_2ND

ret

AC01_2ND:
LDP #0
SACH TDXR
CLRC INTM
IDLE
ADD #6h, 15
SACH TDXR
IDLE
SACL TDXR
IDLE
LACL #0
SACL TDXR
; make sure the word got sent
IDLE
SETC INTM
RET
TLC320AC01/02 MASTER WITH SLAVE OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW

The master AIC with slave AIC operation is summarized in the following sections.

TLC320AC01 AIC Master-Slave Summary

After the initial setup of the devices and the master and slave frame syncs are separated, as secondary communication is needed for a slave device, an 11 must be placed in the two LSBs of each primary data word for all master and slave devices in the system by the host processor. Therefore, all AICs must receive secondary frame requests.

The host processor must issue the command by setting D01 and D00 to a 1 in the primary frame sync data word of all devices. Then the master AIC generates the master primary frame sync interval and, after the number of shift clocks specified in the frame sync delay (FSD) register have occurred, the slave primary frame sync intervals are generated. Then, after (B register value/2) FCLK periods, the master secondary frame sync occurs first, and then the slave secondary frame sync occurs. These are then rippled through the slave devices.

In other words, when a secondary communications interval is requested by the host processor as described above:

1. The master AIC outputs the master primary frame sync interval, and then it outputs the slave primary frame sync intervals after the FSD register value number of shift clocks has occurred.
2. After (B register value/2) FCLK periods, the master outputs the master secondary frame sync interval, and after the FSD register value number of shift clocks, the master outputs the slave secondary frame sync intervals.

This sequence is shown in Figure 2.

The host must keep track of whether the master AIC or a slave AIC is then being addressed, and also track the number of slave devices. The master always outputs a 00 in the last two bits of the DOUT word, and a slave always outputs a 1 in the LSB of the DOUT word. This information allows the system to recognize a starting point by interrogating the LSB of the DOUT word. When the LSB of the DOUT word for a device is 0, then that device is the master, and the system is at the starting point.

NOTE: This identification always happens except in 16-bit mode when the two LSBs are not available for identification purposes.

---

![Figure 2. Basic Timing Sequence](image)

Each period must be a minimum of 16 SCLKs plus 2 additional SCLKs for the periods shown.

- **MP** = Master Primary Period
- **SP1** = First Slave Primary Period
- **SP2** = Second Slave Primary Period
- **SPn** = nth Slave Primary Period
- **MS** = Master Secondary Period
- **SS1** = First Slave Secondary Period
- **SS2** = Second Slave Secondary Period
- **SSn** = nth Slave Secondary Period
Notes on TLC320AC01/02 AIC Master-Slave Operation

The details of master/slave operation is summarized in the following notes:

1. The slave devices can be programmed independently of the master device as long as the clock divide register numbers are not changed. For example, the gain settings can be changed independently.

2. To independently program a slave device, a secondary communication of the master and all slaves is requested, and then the delayed frame sync is rippled to the desired slave device to be programmed.

3. Secondary frame syncs must be requested for all devices in the system or none of them. This is required so that the master AIC generates secondary frames for the slave AICs and allows the slave AICs to know that the second frame syncs they receive are secondary frame syncs. Each device in the system must receive a secondary frame request in its corresponding primary frame sync period (11 in the last two LSBs).

4. Calculation of the sampling frequency in terms of the master clock, the shift clock, and the respective register ratios is:

\[
\text{Sampling frequency} = f_s = \frac{\text{FCLK}}{\text{B register value}} = \frac{f(\text{MCLK})}{2 \times (\text{A register value}) \times (\text{B register value})}
\]

Therefore,

\[
\frac{f(\text{MCLK})}{f_s} = 2 \times (\text{A register value}) \times (\text{B register value})
\]

and in terms of the shift clock frequency, since

\[
f(\text{MCLK}) = 4 \times f(\text{SCLK})
\]

then

\[
\frac{f(\text{SCLK})}{f_s} = \frac{(\text{A register value}) \times (\text{B register value})}{2} = \frac{\text{Number of SCLK periods}}{\text{Sampling period}}
\]

5. There is a minimum number of 18 shift clocks between falling edges of any two frame syncs because the frame sync delay register minimum number is 18.

When a secondary communication is requested by the host, the master secondary frame sync begins at the middle of the sampling period followed by the slave secondary frame syncs. All master and slave primary frame sync intervals must occur within one-half of the sampling time.

Therefore, the first secondary frame sync falling edge occurs at the following time:

\[
\text{Time to first secondary frame sync} = \frac{\text{B register value}}{2} \times \text{FCLK periods} = \frac{\text{A register value} \times \text{B register value} \times \text{MCLK periods}}{4} \times \frac{\text{number of SCLK periods}}{2}
\]
6. The number of frame sync intervals is determined using equation 4. 

All master and slave primary frame sync intervals must occur within the time calculated in equation 4.

Since 18 shift clocks are required for each frame sync interval, so the number of frame sync intervals is calculated by using equation 4 is:

\[
\text{Number of frame sync intervals} = \frac{A \text{ register value} \times B \text{ register value}}{4 \times 18 \text{ (SCLKs/frame sync interval)}}
\]

\[
= \frac{A \text{ register value} \times B \text{ register value}}{72}
\] (5)

7. The number of master and slave devices that can be used is defined in terms of f(MCLK) and f_s.

Substituting the value from equation 2 for the A × B register value product gives the total number of devices, including the master and all slaves that can be used, for a given master clock and sampling frequency. Therefore, the number of devices using equation 5 is:

\[
\text{Number of devices} = \frac{f(MCLK)}{144 \times f_s}
\] (6)

8. The number of master and slave devices that can be used if the slave devices are reprogrammed is determined by using equation 7.

Equation 6 does not include reprogramming the slave devices after the frame sync delay occurs. So, when programming is required after shifting the slave frame syncs by the FSD register value, the total number of devices is calculated by:

\[
\text{Number of devices} = \frac{f(MCLK)}{288 \times f_s}
\] (7)

9. The following example indicates the maximum number of devices that can be used when the slave devices are reprogrammed and the following values are assumed:

\[
f(MCLK) = 10.368 \text{ MHz, } f_s = 8 \text{ kHz}
\]

then from equation 7,

\[
\text{Maximum number of devices} = \frac{10.368 \text{ MHz}}{288 \text{ (8 kHz)}} = 4.5
\]

therefore, one master and three slaves can be used.